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Student’s name: ___________________________________________ Number: _______
Teacher’s name: ______________ Date: _____/ _____/ _____ Class number: ______
REVIEW EXERCISES
1) Read this passage about Ann.

March 29, 2016
Hi! I´m Ann Osborn.
I´m 12 years old and I´m from Boston, USA.
I´m a student at Boston College High School.
I´m in Year 7. I´m a good student.
My favorite subjects are History and Geography.
My friends are cool and the teachers are really friendly.
I have a twin sister. Her name is Julie. She is at Boston School too, but
we are in different classes.
Julies is very good at Maths and Science.
I have a brother. His name is Ted and he´s 14.
He´s not a very good student, but he is great at sports.
Well, that´s it!
Bye!

This is my school.
VOCABULARY: subject – material

Me and my sister.
friendly – simpático, amistoso

same - mesma
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2) Read the sentences and mark them TRUE or FALSE. Correct the false
statements.
a) Ann is American. TRUE / FALSE
_____________________________________________________
b) Ann and Julie are sisters. TRUE / FALSE
_____________________________________________________
c) Ann is very good at Maths and English. TRUE / FALSE
_____________________________________________________
d) Ann and Julie are in the same class. TRUE / FALSE
_____________________________________________________
3) Read the test again and answer the questions. Give complete answers.
a) What´s Ann´s family name?
____________________________________________________
b) How old is Ann?
____________________________________________________
c) Does Ann have any brothers or sisters?
_____________________________________________________
d) What is Ted good at?
_____________________________________________________

4) Complete the sentences with am, is or are.
a)Joe: Hello! How _____________ you?
Ted: I ____________ fine, thanks.
b) This ___________ my pencil case and that ____________ her bag.
c) Kelly: Where ____________ you from?
Janet: I _____________ from England, but my father _____________ from
Brazil and my mother ___________ from Spain.
5) Rewrite the sentences using a contraction.
a) She is a journalist.
_________________________________________________________
b) You are thirteen years old.
_________________________________________________________
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c) That is my mobile phone.
______________________________________________________

d) I am happy!
_______________________________________________________
5)Complete with there is or there are.
a) ____________________ a map on the wall.
b) ____________________ books on the shelf.
c) ____________________ posters on the wall.
d) ____________________ a computer on the table.
e) ____________________ pens and pencils in the box.
f) ____________________ two teachers at the door.
g) ____________________ a chair near the table.
h) ____________________ some students in the playing field.
i)

____________________ a ball near the chair.

6)Complete the sentences using the correct form of there is or there are.
a) A: ________________________ an apple in the basket?
B: No, ______________________ an apple but _________________ five
oranges.
b) A: _______________________ children in the yard?
B: Yes, __________________________ ten children in the yard and
________________________ a janitor (inspector), too.
c) ___________________________ 13 students in this room but
___________________________ only one teacher.
d) How many markers __________________________ in the pencil case?
_________________________ two black markers and ________________
a red one.
e) Look! ______________________ a beauty saloon between the restaurant and
the drugstore.
____________________________ a supermarket next to the drugstore.
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f) A: ___________________________ a bus stop near the school?
B: Yes, _______________________ one across from the restaurant.
g) Look! ________________________ a monkey near the tree.
7)Write in the plural.
a) This is an old watch.
_________________________________________________________________
b) That is an expensive coat.
_________________________________________________________________
c) This is a big strawberry.
_________________________________________________________________
d) That is a tall policeman.
_________________________________________________________________
e) He is an American actor.
_________________________________________________________________
f) She is a great actress.
_________________________________________________________________
g) It is a heavy box.
_________________________________________________________________
8)Write the numbers in full.
a)

12 ______________________________________

b)

25 __________________________________________________

c)

43

___________________________________________

d)

78

___________________________________________

e)

36 + 54= ______________________________________

f)

26 + 38=

___________________________________________

9) Make up questions.
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a) _____________________________________________________?
It´s Steve Hudson.
b) _____________________________________________________?
It´s Hudson.
c) ______________________________________________________?
H-U-D-S-O-N
d) ______________________________________________________?
I´m 13 years old.
e) ______________________________________________________?
I´m from South African.
f) ______________________________________________________?
Yes, I am a very good student.
10) ) Put in he, she, his or her.
Hi! Look at the photo!

This is my family!
The man on the left my grandpa.
____________ name is Andrew. __________´s 68.
____________`s my grandma. ________ name´s Lourdes.
_______`s from Spain.
The kids are my cousins João and Estela.
João is really great. __________´s 9.
Estela is cool! _________´s very smart.
Rex is the dog. __________´s one and a half.
Rex is ____________ favourite pet!!!!!
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